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Officite delivers all-encompassing Internet
strategies to the dental profession.

What is your current
business philosophy?
In other words, if you
were to meet a dentist
on the street, how would
you describe how Officite
can help dentists succeed?

Glenn Lombardi: Officite can provide dentists with a full
turnkey, easy-to-use Internet strategy to set up their entire
online presence and new patient solution. From premium Web
site designs and patient education to search engine marketing,
social networking, and patient reviews optimization and man-
agement – we’ve got it all. Our sites are designed with all of the
information a patient would ever need, including new patient
registration forms, doctor bios, service descriptions and appoint-
ment scheduling, making an Officite Web site a 24/7 storefront

for the practice and a patient’s portal to the practice even
when the office is closed. 

Glenn, when we showcase compa-
nies on the cover of Dentaltown Magazine,

we typically feature a cover photo of the 
company’s executive team. Why did you prefer
we use the photograph of three of your dental
clients instead?

Lombardi: As the leading dental Web site provider, Officite
has experienced tremendous growth and success since its incep-
tion in 2002. The success stories of Grove Dental Associates, Dr.
Lou Graham and Dr. Mary Sue Stonisch are just a small repre-
sentation of the thousands of dental practices we have worked
with in the past decade. To put it simply, their stories are our
success (see sidebar testimonials).

by Thomas Giacobbi, DDS, FAGD, 
Editorial Director, Dentaltown Magazine

Practice Web sites are more than a commodity; they are in many cases, a
new patient’s introduction to your practice. How someone perceives your Web
site may determine how they perceive your overall practice… and you never
get a second chance to make a first impression. It’s rare for a dentist or an office
manager to be able to set aside time to develop and manage a practice Web
site. Fortunately, there’s help. Since 2002, Officite has taken the reins of more

than 5,000 medical practices’ Web sites and has become integral in
helping grow those practices with online customization and practical
marketing solutions. Dentaltown Magazine sat down with Officite
President, CEO and Co-founder Glenn Lombardi to learn more.
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What key innovations has Officite brought to
the dental profession?

Lombardi: We’ve made getting on the Internet and 
managing your entire online presence easy for any dental 
professional. We take a comprehensive approach to Internet
marketing, seamlessly integrating a client’s Web site with print
materials, search marketing strategies and social networking so
that it can all be managed from one central location – the
Doctor Portal. 

Can you tell us more about the Doctor Portal?

Lombardi: From making changes to your Web site and
tracking new patient appointments to reviewing your search
marketing campaign, we’ve integrated it all. The Doctor Portal
gives dentists one easy, seamless dashboard for managing and
reviewing their entire Internet strategy, including e-mail, Web
stats and Google applications and reports. From the Doctor
Portal, clients also have access to a full array of support resources
including video tutorials, marketing articles and valuable tips for
improving a Web site’s performance. 

How do your Web sites generate new patients
differently than the average site? 

Lombardi: An Officite Web site delivers results. We cus-
tomize a new patient strategy that’s unique for each dental
practice based on their goals, local competitors and market.
This might include a call-to-action campaign, a demographic
focused search engine optimization strategy or a targeted paid
advertising campaign specific to service electives, like veneers,
implants, snoring or sedation dentistry. But most impor-
tantly, we track our clients’ progress and performance, pro-

viding results so the dentist can instantly update and measure
their return on investment (ROI). Clients always have the
ability to easily monitor and measure their Web site’s per-
formance when teamed with Officite. 

What changes have you seen in the Internet
since you started creating sites in 2002?

Lombardi: One of the most significant changes has been
the switch from dial-up to broadband. This transition greatly
enhanced the number of people using the Web, including the
number of current and potential patients searching for local
dentists. As a result, a Web site has become a critical market-
ing tool for dentists looking to generate new patients. In fact,
the search term “dentist” is searched for more than two million
times a month on Google.

The second major change was the emergence of Google
and other major search engines. Officite harnesses the power of
search engines to increase Web site visibility for our clients, as
seen with our current full service Internet marketing programs,
such as search engine optimization, pay-per-click advertising
and local maps optimization.   

A third change has been the incredible growth of social
networking. When we first started in 2002, everyone was
buying a Web site to have an online brochure. These sites
offered only basic information about the practice with little
value and limited ability for a patient to interact with the
practice. With the integration of our social networking and
blog technology with a dental practice’s Web site, these plat-
forms have become powerful vehicles to communicate not
only with new patients, but more importantly with current
patients to build retention and referrals. 
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continued on page 48

Spotlight on Officite Client: Mary Sue Stonisch, DDS, FAGD
www.smileenhancementstudio.com • www.yoursmilenow.com 
Officite Client Since: 2004 • Location: Grosse Pointe Woods, MI

Dr. Stonisch was one of Officite’s first Search Engine Optimization clients and currently holds
the top position on Google, Yahoo and Bing. 
Stonisch: Not only does Officite make it affordable, but they are always three steps ahead in terms of
marketing and technology. They know what trends are coming and they know how to execute a strat-
egy that works for every individual practice – big and small. Officite currently manages my search engine
optimization program. I always know where I show up on search engines, and I’m always near the top.

On Officite’s ability to manage and integrate all aspects of the site:
Stonisch: It’s not just about a Web site, it’s about utilizing every new technology source that’s out there from
Facebook to Twitter to blogging to SEO, and Officite is able to do that for me, and do it well. They have placed
everything under one umbrella for my practice making it easy for me to participate in various programs that are the
most beneficial to my practice needs. They research my practice needs to determine my ROI and then deliver a
solution that works. They do what they do best so that I can spend my time doing what I do best! I make one
phone call and they do the rest.
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Explain your strategy and goals with search
engine optimization. Is it true that once a dentist
goes down this road he/she must constantly
chase more optimization? 

Lombardi: Once you start search engine
optimization (SEO) you need to continue it if
you want to maintain a high ranking in the
search engine search results. But you also need
to choose the right partner with a proven track
record of an ROI before signing up for the
program in the first place. A lot of companies
will offer very expensive SEO strategies and
after six months if it doesn’t work they will
offer the service for free. If a company wasn’t able to improve your
ranking and performance in the first six months, how effective are
they going to be in the following months? With that said, you can’t
invest in SEO unless you’re certain you’re going to work with an
expert who has a proven track record working with and providing
an ROI for their clients. If we don’t think SEO can be successfully
maintained for the long-term after researching a client’s competi-
tive market, then we don’t recommend it. We typically would offer
other strategies based on our clients’ needs, including pay-per-click
advertising, local maps and direct mail that also deliver results. 

How does Officite set itself apart from competitors?

Lombardi: We deliver results. We have facilitated more than
275,000 new patient appointment requests for our clients and

we know that because we continually track,
maintain and monitor new patient activity
for each of our clients’ Web sites. 

We have built a highly innovative and
easy-to-use site building and editing tool in
the market space – the “point and click” site
editor. It is built with the latest and most
innovative technologies, which gives our
clients the greatest flexibility and ease of use. 

We offer a comprehensive turnkey mar-
keting solution for any dental practice. From Web sites and
search marketing to social media, patients’ reviews optimization
and management, print marketing, and direct mail, Officite can
manage the entire marketing process for a practice. 

Do you write the blog entries for your dental
clients? How does this process work?

Lombardi: Dentists can either blog for themselves with our
integrated blog technology from our easy-to-access Doctor
Portal. Or, Officite can manage the client’s blog for them
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Spotlight on Officite Client: Grove Dental Associates
Greg Shubat, DDS, Partner & Darla Scheidt, Marketing Director
www.grovedental.com • Officite Client Since: 2005 • Location: Bolingbrook, Downers Grove, Lombard and Wheaton, IL

More than 2,000 new patients generated since launch of site; 400 new patients generated from the Internet through July of this year
Shubat: Every day we get a new patient who found us on our Web site.

Officite makes managing Grove Dental’s entire marketing strategy (custom designed website, print
advertising, e-mail marketing, search engine marketing, social media, blogs) effortless for the practice. 
Scheidt: Even in a large group practice with a robust marketing budget, one single person can’t possibly
handle the intricacies involved with marketing our practice. We need an expert to assure the most produc-
tivity and efficiency out of all of the specialized areas of marketing. Officite has proven to be the expert
source we’ve needed to succeed for the last six years. 

Shubat: We’ve learned that tracking is most important to evaluate our marketing efforts’ success.  Officite
has set up our site so that we can easily measure it’s performance. Now we always know what is work-

ing. We want a good ROI.

On Officite’s management of Grove’s entire social networking and blog campaign:
Scheidt: It’s no longer just about patient education; it’s no longer self-diagnosis; today it’s

about building relationships. Patients have to feel good about who you are and start to
build that trust. I think that’s especially true with a specialty practice. Social media
makes it easy to cultivate and maintain these relationships, and Officite makes it even
easier to build, engage and manage these platforms.

Shubat: Yellow page usage has been replaced by Internet searches.  A Web site tied
to effective search engine optimization and social media sites is the new way to
attract new patients.
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through our blog management program. Through a partnership
with Dear Doctor – the leading patient magazine – clients can
choose up to five prewritten, customized blog articles per month
generated from the Dear Doctor Digital Library of almost a thou-
sand patient-specific articles. Then Officite will automate the
entire process of customizing and posting the articles to the
client’s blog and social media sites so their entire network is
updated continuously on a monthly basis. The process requires
no effort on behalf of the dentist because we take care of the con-
tent creation and postings. 

Aside from a Web site, what is the best “bang
for your buck” when it comes to marketing?

Lombardi: An integrated Internet marketing strategy is
easily the best “bang-for-your-buck” marketing today. This
includes search marketing, social media, local maps and
reviews optimization and management. Tying all these search
solutions together is really what makes the Web site an effec-
tive marketing tool.

What are your thoughts on online reviews? How
do you manage online reviews for your clients?

Lombardi: Online patient reviews are the number-one new
opportunity for dentists right now, even bigger than social
media. Patients now have the ability to go online and review any
local dentist at any time through numerous online directory
resources, such as Google, Yahoo, Yelp, City Search and more.
Let’s face it, patients trust other patients more than any other
form of marketing, so it’s important that dentists take control of
this increasingly popular review process. We offer our clients
exclusive access to our review toolkit service, which they can use
to encourage reviews about their practice. And we help our

clients manage and audit their online presence through numer-
ous tools, including our new reputation auditing service. Today,
most dentists have only a small number of reviews, and in most
cases these reviews are negative as these patients are the most
motivated to leave a review in the first place. The best way to
combat negative reviews is to increase the number of positive
reviews about your practice. By using our reviews optimization
and management program, we give you the tools and resources
to streamline the process for patients to post reviews about your
practice online so that six months to a year from now you can
expect 100 and even 200 positive reviews that will offset the two
or three negative ones. Online reviews are one of the newest and
biggest opportunities today for dentists to move forward. 

How do you see dentistry changing in the future
and how will Officite contribute?

Lombardi: From CEREC to digital X-rays, technology in
the practice is constantly growing and evolving. And with the
recent mandate from the government for electronic medical
records (EMR) systems, practice management will further be
driven by online processes. Officite is constantly staying abreast
of the latest trends and we continue to innovate faster, easier and
more efficient ways for our clients and their patients, including
our mobile ready Web pages, site editing technology and online
performance tracking. We can integrate a client’s entire Web site
and Internet strategy with their current practice management
processes. An integrated approach with a Web site functioning
as the foundation of all practice marketing is where the future is
going to happen, and you can count on Officite to be at the
forefront of these latest innovations.

For more information about Officite, visit www.officite.com
or call 888-749-3779. n

continued from page 48

Spotlight on Officite Client: Lou Graham, DDS
www.udpdentistry.com
Officite Client since: 2006 • Location: Chicago, IL

Officite has created a dynamic, fully-functional website with customized videos for Dr. Graham. 
Graham: I wanted to differentiate my practice beyond the basic information of the Web site like new patient forms and
education in order to highlight my true passion for dentistry. Officite coordinated a video shoot for my practice includ-
ing patient testimonials, which have been powerful tools in showing patients who we are; they are warm and personal,
and it helps make patients comfortable to pick up the phone and call us where print can’t do that.

Dentists without an Internet strategy won’t survive.
Graham: When I graduated dental school there were no cell phones, no texts, no Facebook, no Google and Web
sites weren’t even a thought. But today, every new patient that comes into our office under 50 has embraced
this digital wave as a part of their entire social structure. Patients want 24/7 access to information; they want
social media; and they want to search online for a dentist to learn more about the practice. As a practitioner,
even if it’s not familiar to you, you have to go with the times. I’ve entrusted my entire online marketing strat-
egy to Officite so it’s not overwhelming.
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